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Seven Characteristics of Living Organisms 
 

 
1. Obtain, store and use energy: (e.g. make or take in nutrients, do work, 

& release waste). 
2. Maintain proper internal balance (this is called homeostasis, allostasis). 
3. Grow 
4. Respond to stimulus (e.g. move, defend, flee, etc.). 
5. Are organized to do simple and complex functions 
6. Reproduce (and each reproduced cell has a complete set of DNA). 
7. Evolve (or adapt to environmental conditions over time.) 
 
*  
from Karp G, Cell and Molecular Biology 4th ed 



Richard Wolfenden, PhD, and Charles Carter, PhD  

In the Beginning 

As the Earth cooled, 
there were simple 
chemicals present.  

And somehow they 
joined together to form 
amino acids that 
eventually became the 
proteins necessary to 
create single cells.  

And the single cells 
became plants and 
animals.  
 

D 



RNA and DNA 

RNA can fold into complex 
shapes that can clamp onto 
other molecules and speed 
up chemical reactions, just 
like a proteins.  
 
But DNA is essential to 
almost all life.  
 



Interactions in the primordial soup between amino acids 
and nucleotides led to the co-creation of proteins and RNA. 
 
“The collaboration between RNA and peptides was likely 
necessary for the spontaneous emergence of complexity.”  
 

It was a peptide-RNA world 

Creation of Complexity from Simplicity 

Richard Wolfenden, PhD, and Charles Carter, PhD: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
(modified)  

Viruses and Bacteria 



The last universal common ancestor, 
(LUCA), appeared 3.6 billion years ago, 
and gave rise to all living things 
presently on Earth.  
 

LUCA was likely a single-cell organism with a 
few hundred genes.  
 
LUCA already had complete blueprints for DNA 
replication, protein synthesis, and RNA 
transcription.  
 
 

The Earth is 4.6 Billion years 
old.  

LUCA had all the basic 
components – such as lipids – 
that modern organisms have.  
 

From LUCA forward, life 
as we know it evolved. 



Shared DNA 
 ~1500 genes are 
required to make a 
free-living organism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How much DNA do you share with these living things? 

All living organisms store genetic 
information using the same 
molecules — DNA and RNA.  
 
Evolution of higher life forms 
requires the development of new 
genes to support different body 
plans and types of nutrition.  
 
 

99% 

People 

H. influenzae, has 1,743 genes 

 20,000-25,000 human 
protein-coding genes. 

 14,000 genes. 
only 50 human genes that have no 
homolog in chimps. 



Proteins encoded by 
DNA via RNA actually 
carry out all the cellular 
reactions that constitute 
"life."  
 
 

DNA is Passive 

"What do proteins made by 
genes actually do?" 

Humans have approximately 10 
times more protein interactions 
than the simple fruit fly. 



Human interactome 
The complexity of an organism's protein interactions determine its biological 
complexity. 
 
The "human interactome", is the total number of protein interactions in the body 
responsible for diversity of traits and behavior. 



Genes code for receptors that attach to the cell 
membrane as well as the proteins that activate or 
inactivate those receptors. 
 
The receptor transduces the signal through the cell 
membrane where it activates protein "messengers."  
 
These messengers can initiate a cascade of chemical 
reactions resulting in physiological effects including 
DNA replication, RNA transcription for new proteins. 
 

DNA responds to signals from outside the 
cell. 
 



  

The gene that produces the 
inhibitor is a regulatory gene.  
 
Cells not only have genetic plans 
for structural proteins within their 
DNA, they also have a genetic 
regulatory program for expressing 
those plans. 

But genes do not produce their proteins all the 
time, suggesting that organisms can regulate gene 
expression.  



Survival depends on the  
Perception of Tissue Injury 

• The ability to sense injury is as 
important to survival as the 
ability to reproduce.   

• As nervous systems evolved into 
higher order animals, emotions 
began to play increasing roles in 
the formation of memories 
associated with unpleasant 
experiences that comingle with 
experiences of physical trauma 
that we call PAIN.  

nociception 

Cognition 
Pain 

International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) 
DEFINITIONS (1979) 



Evolution 
Evolution from single cell 
organisms to humans involved the 
accumulation of genes that could 
eventually code for the proteins 
that form the basis of everything 
the human body does and feels. 

And in humans, our genetic make 
up relegated control of human 
functions to the central nervous 
system. 

That is, control of the immune, 
endocrine, and nervous systems by 
the Brain  



 So we know that the perception of noxious  
stimuli is necessary for survival. 
 
We know that “Pain” in humans is the emotional 
experience associated with the noxious or potential 
noxious stimulus. 
 
What was the evolutionary process that led up to 
the ability of humans to “Suffer Pain?” 



Pain in Humans, Pain 
in Animals 

• Non-human animals cannot 
report their feelings to 
language-using humans in the 
same manner as human 
communication, but observation 
of their behaviors provides a 
reasonable indication as to the 
extent of their “pain,” and their 
response to analgesics. 



Reflex action: an automatic response to a 
stimulus that does not receive or need 
conscious thought. 
 
The cilia respond to changes in the 
environment to move this single cell 
organism towards the desired environment. 
 
Possible instance of cell memory, or 
epigenetic learning in organisms with no 
nervous system. 

Paramecium caudatum  
Reflex, Instinct,  
Complex Stress Responses 

Role of Learning 



Reflex, Instinct,  
Complex Stress Responses 
Instinct or innate behavior is the inherent 
inclination of a living organism towards a 
particular complex behavior, Run from fire.  

An instinct is therefore a hard-wired, inborn 
behavior that enables a human or animal to 
cope with its environment, avoid danger, 
seek nutrition, mating for reproduction .  

This requires a more complex nervous 
system than for just reflexes.  

The formation of a nervous system, 
formation of receptors, are under genetic 
control. 

 

 

 

 

 



Instinct: Acute Stress Response (DNA Evolution) 

• One instinct shared among animals and humans is the fight-or-flight 
instinct, also known as the acute stress response.  

•  Cannon theorized that in the face of a threat an animal reacts with a 
discharge of the sympathetic nervous system (an evolutionary adaptation).  

• This reaction increases blood flow to the muscles; raises blood sugar, heart 
rate and blood pressure; releases epinephrine to the liver, which produces 
more glucose; increases muscle tension, heightens the blood clotting 
function, and modulates descending anti-nociceptive functions (PAIN 
CONTROL). 

(Cannon, Walter (1932): Wisdom of the Body. United States: W.W. Norton & Company. ISBN 0393002055)  



Proopiomelanocortin (POMC) 

• Comparisons among different species can help to reconstruct the 
phylogeny of the stress response.  

• All vertebrates have the proopiomelanocortin molecule (POMC) that gives 
rise not only to adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), but also to opiate-
like peptides. 

• These molecules, with their related functions, are derived from the same 
parent molecule.  

• All vertebrates also make corticosteroids. 

• Peptide sequences similar to those of human ACTH are found not only in 
mammals, but also in amphibians, reptiles, insects, mollusks, and marine 
worms.  



Stress and 
Behavior 

• This heightened physical state prepares 
the organism in danger to perform at peak 
physical capacity, whether that means 
escaping away or standing and fighting.  

• In humans, a prolonged stress response 
can lead to headaches, fatigue, anxiety, 
irritability and other symptoms.  

• Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
causes an individual to experience the 
stress response when simply recalling the 
event that caused it.  

• Panic disorder (or catastrophizing) is the 
body severely misinterpreting the stress 
signals. 



Instinctive Behavior VS Complex Responses 

• The role of instincts in determining the 
behavior of animals varies from species 
to species.  

• The more complex the neural system of 
an animal, the greater is the role of the 
cerebral cortex and social learning, and 
the lesser is the role played by instinct 
and reflex alone. 

• In addition the response to a noxious 
stimulus leads to social responses from 
those around the person. 

Behavioral evolution 



• They must have suitable receptors; 

•  And a suitable central nervous 
system;  

•   Responsiveness to opioids, 
analgesics, and anesthetics;  

•   Physiological changes in response 
to the noxious stimulus;   

• Avoidance learning anticipating the 
noxious stimulus or danger;  

•  Protective motor reactions;   

•  Trade-offs between stimulus 
avoidance and other activities; 

• And cognitive ability and sentience 
 

Robert W. Elwood, in his article Pain and Suffering in 
Invertebrates?  
(ILAR Journal, Volume 52, Number 2:175-184)  

Requirements to experience “PAIN” 
Not Just Nociception!!! 



Therefore, 
Can Animals Feel Pain? 

• While the octopus has a very well 
developed nervous system, its 
neurons are concentrated in the 
arms (tentacles) rather than in the 
head (brain) as an adaptation of 
evolution.   

• Yet vision evolved in the octopus 
more like in mammals.  



Epigenetics is the study of heritable phenotype 
changes that do not involve alterations in the 
DNA sequence. 
 
Such effects on cellular and physiological 
phenotypic traits may result from external or 
environmental factors, or be part of normal 
development.  
 
The standard definition of epigenetics requires 
these alterations to be heritable, either in the 
progeny of cells or of organisms. 

Epigenetics 



Direct comparisons of identical twins constitute an optimal model for 
interrogating environmental epigenetics.  
 
In the case of humans with different environmental exposures, monozygotic 
(identical) twins were epigenetically indistinguishable during their early years, 
while older twins had remarkable differences in the overall content and genomic 
distribution of 5-methylcytosine DNA and histone acetylation. 
 
The twin pairs who had spent less of their lifetime together and/or had greater 
differences in their medical histories were those who showed the largest 
differences in their levels of 5-methylcytosine DNA and acetylation of histones H3 
and H4. 

Twins 



Epigenome and chronic pain. Twin A and Twin B demonstrate similar genes and “epigenomes” 
at birth with few (if any) differences in methylation and acetylation patterns. Environmental 
factors throughout development affect histone acetylation patterns and cytosine methylation 
patterns, resulting in phenotypic differences by adulthood. With surgery or nerve injury, these 
epigenetic differences may result in differing risks of chronic pain. 

Buchheit T, Van de Ven T, and Shaw A. Epigenetics and the Transition from Acute to Chronic Pain. Pain Medicine 2012; 13: 1474–1490 

Psych traumas 
Physical traumas 



Fitzgibbon D, Chapman CR, Cancer pain: Assessment and Diagnosis. Chapter 35 In: Bonica’s 

Management of Pain 3rd edition, Loeser J chief editor, Lippincott, Philadelphia, 2001 (modified) 

The perception of “pain” 

requires cognition. 

 

The evaluation of it’s 

meaning, and the response 

to it are affected by prior 

experiences which have 

established memories 

affected by, and affecting 

fear, anger, anxiety, and 

depression. 
 

Memories 

Trauma 

emotions 

Cognition/memory 

response 



Pain in Humans, Pain 
in Animals 

• Only the person experiencing the 
pain can know the pain's quality and 
intensity, and the degree of suffering 
the pain has produced.  

 

• However, for non-human animals, it is 
harder, if at all possible, to know 
whether an “emotional experience” 
has occurred. 

 



Pain in Humans, Pain in Animals 

• Definitions of “pain” in animals: 

• “An aversive sensory experience caused by actual or potential injury 

that elicits protective motor and vegetative reactions, results in 

learned avoidance and may modify species-specific behavior, including 

social behavior."  
 

 

 

(Zimmerman M., Physiological mechanisms of pain and its treatment. Klinische Anaesthesiol Intensivether, (1986); 32:1–19)  

 

 
 



How old is the opioid receptor? 

• Data indicate that a diversity of opioid 
receptors (6 different receptors) were present 
early in vertebrate evolution, and that the 
structural and functional properties of the Mu-
receptor have been highly conserved over a 
period of ≈400 million years, which is the 
evolutionary distance between teleost fish and 
modern mammals. 

• The data indicate that the Mu-opioid receptor 
arose very early in evolution, perhaps before 
the appearance of vertebrates, 

DARLISON et.,al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997) Vol. 94, pp. 8214–8219, July 1997 
Neurobiology 



Opioid Receptors 

• Early in animal evolution, there 
existed a single opioid uni-receptor 
gene.  

• Opioid receptors consist of a family of 
four closely-related proteins belonging 
to the large superfamily of G-protein 
coupled receptors.  

• The three types of opioid receptors 
shown unequivocally to mediate 
analgesia in animal models are the mu 
(MOR), delta (DOR), and kappa (KOR) 
opioid receptor proteins. 

The seven-transmembrane α-helix structure of 
a G protein–coupled receptor 

Two rounds of gene duplications led to the four opioid 
receptors present in all extant vertebrates today. 



G-Protein coupling 

• G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) represent the largest group of 
membrane proteins encoded in the human genome.  

• There are at least 2,000 GPCRs within the rhodopsin-like superfamily 
recognized in the human genome, with more than a third of these 
receptors classified as ‘orphan GPCRs’ in that the endogenous ligand 
that binds to them is not known.  

• GPCR genes represent about 5% of the coding genome, are the target 
for more than 60% of all prescription drugs, and the object of intense 
scrutiny for new drug development in the pharmaceutical industry.  



Adaptive evolution of vertebrate MOR suggests an 
evolutionary vector of increased opioid receptor function.  

• The selective pressure underlying the rapid adaptation of MOR is 
similar in all vertebrate species, an example of convergent evolution.  

• In other words, the evolutionary importance of 
the opioid receptor for controlling multiple 
behavioral responses to environmental 
challenges increased with the evolutionary 
development of living organisms. 



Dougherty, Staats: Anesthesiology, 1999; 91(6):1891-1918 

While ontogeny does not recapitulate phylogeny from species to species, the G-protein 
coupled Mu-opioid receptors are identical from species to species, encoded by very old 
genes. 



Sophisticated interaction 
between multiple areas of the 
brain due to increased 
evolutionary need for 
interpretation of nociceptive, 
sensory, and other stimuli.  
Epigenetic activation of gene 
activity. 



PKCγ 

necessary 

for Central 

Sensitization 

Mediates Secondary 

Hyperalgesia and  

Central 

Sensitization 

 

 

PKC 

Mediates  

Wind-up 

 

 Calcium is necessary for 

transmitter release. 

Opioids regulate N type 

voltage-gated calcium 

channels presynaptically 

Daniel Brookoff, Hospital Practice, 2000  (modified) 

Mayer, Mao, Price, Pain 61:365, 1995 (modified) 

Mao, Price, Mayer, Pain 62:259, 1995 (modified) 

Opioids 
exogenous or 

endogenous can 

induce PKC 

which can 

phosphorylate 

NMDA receptor 

opening CA 

channel 

Calmodulin 

mRNA 

Ca++ 

Calcium leads to 

Phospholypase A2  

activation which 

leads to release of 

Arachidonic acid 

from membrane 

and accumulation 

of prostaglandins 

by COX-2 enzyme 

activity. 

Neuropathic pain 

Opioids 
regulate nerve 
transmission by 
opening 
K+ channels. 
Closed channels 
result in opioid 
resistance 

Nociceptive 
transmission 
at the level 
of the spinal 
cord. 
 
Receptors, 
neuro-
transmitters, 
proteins, 
hormones, 
all through 
genetic 
evolution   



Siddall PJ and Cousins MJ. Introduction to Pain Mechanisms: Implications for neural blockade. Chapter 23.1 In: Neural Blockade , In Clinical 

Anesthesia and Management of Pain3 rd Ed., Cousins MJ and Bridenbaugh PO editors.  Lippencott-Raven, Philadelphia 1998 (modified) 

Opioids have a role in 

Descending 

MODULATION of pain. 

 

There is a failure of descending 

modulation in neuropathic pain, 

and under general anesthesia 

Use of adjuvant 

medications 

that inhibit 

reuptake of 

norepinephrine 

and serotonin 

* On Cells 

Off Cells 

Evolution 



Fields et al, Annual Rev Neurosci, 1991, 14:219-45 (modified) 

- - + + 

Tonically active 

inhibition 

Opioids acting  within the PAG inhibit GABAergic activity which is 

normally inhibitory, thus inhibiting the GABA inhibition of OFF cells. 

By inhibiting GABA 
inhibition, release of 
5HT and NT are 
increased, resulting in 
deactivation of ON 
cell inhibition of OFF 
cells. 

Fields, et al, in Bonica’s Management of Pain, 3rd edition, 2001, page 133 (modified) 

Sympathetic 

stimulation 

Inhibition of On Cells 

activates OFF Cells by 

inactivation of GABA 

inhibition 

Enkephalin 

releasing  

interneuron 

cells inhibit 

GABA 

inhibition 

Evolved 
Stress  
Response 

Facilitates nociception 
Inhibits nociception 

Spinal cord 



Voltage 
Gated  
Calcium 
Channel 

Evolution--What Happens at the Level of the Spinal Cord? 

Cousins, Bridenbaugh, Neural Blockade 3rd Ed., 1998 

Modified. 

Baclofen 
- Clonidine 

- 

Midazolam 

Endorphin 

Enkephalin 

serotonin - 

norepinephrine 

}TCA 

Morphine 

Hydromorphone 

Fentanyl 

Oxycodone 

All opioids 

Ketamine 
Methadone 

Meperidine 

Mg++ 

TTXr-Na+ 

Anticonvulsants 

COX-2 

Local 

anesthetics 

Arachidonic acid 

PG-E-2 

COXIB 

cannabinoids 

Mg++ 

Gabapentin 

Pregabalin 

- 

Tramadol 

Endorphins 
Enkephalins 
Dynorphins 

Nociceptive 
C-fiber 



Mechanisms driving pain and three opportunities to 
reverse chronic or persistent pain.  
 
The cycle at the top left shows many mechanisms 
that can lead to persistent pain.  
 
One way that treatments can reverse persistent pain 
would be to directly target those mechanisms that 
caused the pain to become persistent to effectively 
reverse the cycle. 
 
Another way would be to employ endogenous 
resolution mechanisms, like resolvins, to reverse 
persistent pain in a manner that is not dependent on 
its cause.  
 
Finally, treatments that can take persistent pain to a 
new, acceptable set point could also be engineered.  
 
These might include employing viral vectors to 
introduce optogenetic control of nociceptor activity 
in persistent pain conditions. 

Behavioral 
modification 
therapies 

Price and Gold 
Pain Medicine 2018; 19:1525-49 



Synaptic activation 

Gene activation 
or deactivation 

substitute 
Enhancement 
of synapses 

(modified) 

DNA synaptic 
enhancement 



Memory,  
cognition  
suffering 

Allosteric 
Restoration 
 

Evolution 



QUESTIONS? 


